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ARTICLE II. 

SEMITIC COMPARATIVE pmLOLOGY. 

BY DR. L. TAFEL A5D PROI'. B. L. TAFEL, WAIIRIIfOTOIf l1lfIYBUITT, KO. 

'raE labors of the comparative school of philology have 
thus far been limited to the Indo-European family of Ian· 
guages. Besides the work of J. E. Renan (Histoire et Sys
teme compare des langues Semitique), of which the first 
volume, treating of the history and genius of the Semitic 
languages, appeared several years ago, no systematic ap
plication of this new discipline has been made to these 
languages. And yet a comparison of the various Semitic 
idioms sheds as much light upon thew respective grammars, 
as a comparison of the Indo-European or Arian languages 
elucidates theirs. In the present Article we propose to 
make a first contribution to Semitic comparative philology, 
discussing the Semitic Verb and Noun, as developed in the 
Hebrew grammar of Gesenius and the more recent school· 
grammar of Ewald, the Chaldee grammars of Furst and 
Winer, the Syriac of Uhlemann, the Arabic of Caspari, 
and the Ethiopic of Dillmann. The form in which we 
treat our sllbjec. will be a review of the above-mentioned 
Hebrew grammars of Gesenius and Ewald, in the light of 
Semitic comparative philology. 

Gesenius and Ewald have been considered, for a long 
time, as the leading oriental scholars of Europe, and their 
Hebrew grammars are more extensively used than any other. 
The former scholar has' long been familiar to our orientalists 
by the translations of his Hebrew grammar and dictionary j 
and of his life and other works, Prof. Robinson has given a 
detailed account in an early number of the Bibliotheca 
Sacra. Prof. Ewald is not so well known j and for this 
reason, before entering upon a discussion of his grammar, 
we propose to draw a short comparison between the gram-
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mars of Ge'senius and Ewald, and give our opinion of tbe 
latter, both as a man and a scholar. 

In the preface t() his Hebrew grammar for beginners, 
which he published upon his return to Gottingen, after a 
protracted stay in Tiibingen in southern Germany, on pages 
v and vi he exclaims: "How much labor and toil, perfectly 
useless, bals been expended during the last three bundred 
years, by thousands of students, in either acquiring no 
knowledge of Hebrew at all, or a mere smattering for the 
sake of showing off! Is it not time that in this respect, 
likewise, we in Germany should begin to think about true 
use? " From this extract we are to infer that before the 
time of Ewald there were no able tex~books for the study 
of the Hebrew language in Germany; while yet the gram
mar of Gesenius, which since his death, by the care of the 
learned ROdiger is kept on a level with the science, -fulfils 
all just claims to a good grammar, and by means of other 
grammars, too, able Hebrew scholars have bee~ educated. 
In this wholesale denunciation of a lack of knowledge of 
tbe Hebrew among his countrymen, and more especially 
among the Swabians in southern Germany (because in their 
schools they had preferred Gesenius's to his own grammar), 
Ewald does them manif~st injustice. For the last three 
hundred years the Hebrew has been very thoroughly studied 
in all parts of Germany, and especially in Wiirtemberg, 
where great care has been bestowed upon the instruction 
in Hebrew, both in the theological seminaries or colleges 
and in the university proper. The reason why the profes
sors in theBe institutions preferred Gesenius's to Ewald's 
grammar is, because the former is very simple and intellig
ible, and arra.nged in a convenient form; while the school
grammar of Prof. Ewald lacks even ·the convenience of an 
index, without which. no grammar, and especially no school 
grammar, ought ever to be published. 

By his low estimation of the works of others, Prof. Ewald 
injured his usefulness very much in the university of Til
bingen in Wiirtemberg, to which he received a call after his 
exile from Gottingen; and by his supercilious manner he 
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prevented his real merits from being duly acknowledged and 
appreciated. Ewald, as regards the Hebrew, we are told, 
is an a.iJTo8l8oJ'T~; since he, independent of all 08frylll of 
other Hebrew scholars, has made his own thorough studies 
of the holy scriptures; and has occasionally compared the 
Hebrew with the other Semitic idioms and also the Indo
European languages which he caUs Mediterranean. But 
by the impetuous flight of his genius, he has sometimes 
been carried into the realm of arbitrary hypotheses, while 
the cautious Gesenius has remained more on "terra firma." 

Yet the school-grammar of Ewald is by no means void of 
merit. On page iv of his Preface, he very justly opposes the 
common method of com mencing the study of a language 
with committing the rules of grammar to memory, of which 
the students have not the slightest conception. For by this 
means, he says, the eyes and ears of beginners, since time 
immemorial, have been frightened off, their ideas confused, 
and their interest in learning killed." He continues: "the 
various wants and mental gifts of the scholars must be taken 
into consideration by a wise teacher; and, according to 
circumstances, he may either enter into details and institute 
comparisons with other languages known to the student, or 
else confine himself to the general matters (die grossen 
Hauptsachen) on the surface. Nor is it necessary," he adds, 
"for the professor to confine himself strictly to the order 
followed in the text-book, but he may as well commence the 
study of the details of the language by committing the 
paradigms to memory." This mode of proceeding reminds 
us of the course pursued by a German professor of emi
nence, who, whenever his boys, upon entering his room, 
brought their new grammars with them, took his penknife 
and cut out all except the declensions and conjugations, 
declaring that the rest, viz. the rules of syntax, the boys 
would have to make up for themselves. And he was Dot 
altogether wrong. In olden times, when the boys were not 
yet furnished with grammars in which the minutest rules of 
syntax were laid down, and when they had to deduce these 
rules themselves, there were more thorough masters of 
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claasica.lliterature, than at the present day, when a student, 
with his memory inflated with rules deduced by others, 
exhibits the learning of others and not his own. Prof. 
Ewald, however, does not go quite as far; he simply 
opposes the committing to memory of the rules of syntax, 
and recommends that the students learn hQW to use their 
grammars as books of reference, under the guidance of an 
experienced t~acher. After this preliminary talk, we enter 
npon the subject of the grammar itself. 

Prof. Ewald, at the beginning of his work, before entering 
into the details of grammar, gives a synopsis of the mascu
line and feminine nouns in the states construct and abso
lute of the singular, dual, and plural numbers, with their 
pronominal suffixes, and divides the nouns into such of the 
first, second, and third formation; in the place of the nine 
masculine and four feminine declensions of Gesenius, which 
the latter gives partly in §§ 53, 55, and partly in the 
appendix. Mterwards Ewald introduces the verbs accord
ing to their different conjugations, and concludes with 
examples of the verb with pronominal suffixes. 

Upon comparing the two grammars in respect to the 
doctrine of the noun and the declensions, that of Ewald has 
a decided advantage over that of Gesenius. First, Ewald 
justly includes the masculine and feminine nouns in the 
lame declensions; for the suffix of the gender is subject to 
the same law as the suffix of the number and of the pro
nouns. Sec01UlJy, Gesenius, in establishing nine masculine 
and four feminine declensions, takes into consideration mere 
accidental and external analogies, without paying any atten
tion to internal similarities; while at lea!:!t the first two of 
Ewald's three declensions represent certain stages in the 
formation of the nouns. The only point where we differ 
from Prof. Ewald is the priority of these several stages. 
This point we will develop more fully hereafter, and simply 
state now, that in the Semitic languages the nominal and, 
verbal roots were originally, to a great extent, the same, not 
only as regards the consonants, but also the vowels j and 
that an analogy may be traced between the declensions of 
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t.he noun and the different forms of the verb. We now 
turn to an investigation of the primitive condition of the 
Semitic tongues. 

Inasmuch as all things in nature, as well as among men, 
proceed from simple beginnings, and afterwards become 
developed and perfected more and more, we may assume 
that the grammatical forms of the first men were very 
simple, corresponding to their bodily and mental wants.1 

This also we find corroborated by the liistory of the several 
languages, as far as we can trace them towards their begin
nings; and, with regard to the Semitic languages, it will 
appear in the following pages. We are not prepared, with 
Prof. Fiirst (§ 1. chaldaische Formenlehre), to admit that 

I the Aramean idiom is the oldest of all Semitic dialects; but 
we believe that the original Semitic people, starting from 
their seats in the north, spread themselves in an easterly 
and southerly direction, and that the common ancestral 
language, in different latitudes, was developed differently; 
and that in the original, rougher home, more vestiges of the 
primitive language were preserved, than in other places and 
idioms; for there, owing to the peculiar nature of the land, 
they were frequently subjugated by the neighboring people, 
who did not speak a Semitic tongue, and, impeded by this 
foreign language, the original Semitic language of the 
subjugated people could not be developed as readily as 
among the Hebrews, Phoenicians, Arabs, and Ethiopians j 
hence more archaic forms occur in the former than in the 
latter idioms. 

As regards Prof. ROdiger's denial (§ 1. of Gesenius's 
grammar) of the originality of the monosyllabic roots 
which exist in the Aramean, viz. the Chaldee and Sy
riac, and to some extent yet in the Hebrew, and also with 
regard to his assertion that these roots, in the conrse of time, 
were rednced and compressed into monosyllables, tbis is a 
sheer arbitrary assumption; for Prof. ROdiger does not offer 
a single proof, showing that these verbal and nominal roots 

I 1 See oar Review of Bopp's Comparatiye Grammar, Oct. 1861, p. 7;'5, 
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were ever dissyllables or trisyllables, such as are the roots 
in the Hebrew, Arabic, or Ethiopic. His statement that the 
old Hebrew, in its construction, agrees more with the 
modem than the old Arabic, proves nothing; this will be 
sufficiently proved hereafter. It is an incontrovertible fact 
that all languages, after reaching their adult age, i. e. after 
arriving at the culminating stage of their sensual or merely 
external development, come to a stand-still, and, in propor
tion as the popular mind increases in strength, begin to cast 
aside various fonns as needless props. This process is 
called, by the modern linguists, one of deterioration, marking 
the downfall of the language; but we are more inclined to 
look upon it as a process of spiritualizing. Suppose we 
grant (which, however, we are not willing to do) that the 
old Hebrew originally had the same number of declensions 
and conjugations as the old Arabic, and subsequently, many 
centuries before the Arabic itself, cast them aside again; 
this would be but a similar process to what we notice in the 
Indo-European idioms, e. g. in the English we find we, ye, 
tAey speak, spake, spoke, compared with the German wir 
Iprecken, spraclum (instead of sprechem, sprachem, old Ger
man 6pf'ooumes), il&r sprechet, sprachet, sie sprechen, 'pra
men (instead of lie spreckent, sprackent), and the Greek 
>.1ry-o~, "Ai!y-op.w, "Ai!y-ne, "Al!y-ovrt., >..by-ova, ; and in the 
Anglo-Saxon, already, the distinction of the three persons 
in the plural has been given up, we hab-bon, ge kab-bon, hi 
kab-bon ,while in the French, three different forms have been 
retained for the three persons, f'IOUS parl-ons, V0'U8 parl-ez, its 
parl-ent, of which the third person has given up the mark of 
the plural number, at least for the ear. 

We are, however, by no means justified in assuming 
that all the members of the Semitic stock attained the same 
development of forms as the Arabic. In nature, even, we 
find that not all individuals of the same species of plants or 
animals, though favored by apparently the same cireum
stances, reach a like state of perfection; and upon viewing 
man, we are impressed with the fact, that frequently children 
of the same parents not only differ with regard to their 
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bodily constitutions, but also their mental gifts, their dispo
sitions, and characters; and among the same people we find 
that different tribes have developed differently as regards 
their mode of thinking, and the expression of their thoughts 
by language. So in Great Britain there are the Devonshire 
and Yorkshire men, and the Low Scotch, descended from 
the same parentage; among the Germans the SwabiaDB, 
Franconians, Saxons, etc., all differing in disposition, char
acter, and language; and in antiquity there were the Atbe
nians, lonians, Dorians, etc., members of the same Hellenic 
stock. Many pertinent points we have to omit here, but we 
will recur to them afterwards. 

That deterioration of form (" Formenverkiimmerung," as 
it is called by Prof. ROdiger and others) in the Semitic 
languages, touches the inflection of words only, and not 
their roots, and Prof. ROdiger has attempted to fasten it 
upon the language against all law and reason; and, inas
much as he has not furnished us a single proof, showing 
that dissyllables and trisyllables have ever dwindled down 
into monosyllables, we naturally abandon bis hypothesis, 
and admit the existence of monosyllabic nominal roots 
which coincide with the corresponding verbal roots, and 
which are nothing else but verbal roots, expressing the reali
zation of an activity, applied as nouns. The monosyllabic 

\ form of these nouns is ;~p. (!:I~p', ;~p'), which is usually 
found in the eastern and western Aramean, and even in tbe 
Hebrew, in the state absolute, in a number of words, as 
.~~~ man (r"l1~~ mistress), "~1 sickness (n,., to be sick), ~1 
horrey, tI~ shoulder, 'I,,!~ for "j~ lion (tnt to pull to pieces), 
"'I"!~ for 'I~~ cheek, 'I~~ for 'I~~ splendor, etc., and in the state 
construct, which we regard as the original for~ of the noon, 
in a still greater number. The sheva of the first radical, the 
-embryo of a future vowel, in the state absolute, was subse
q~ei:ttly generally filled up, in Hebrew, into a kamets, rarely 
into a tsere; and the pattah of the second radical, also, was 
lengthened into a kamets, and, by a second subsequent for
mation, into a tsere; but this was done in such a manner 
.that the accent still remained upon the last syllable; e.g. '\;'1 
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word into "I~~; :I~~ grape, into :I~:e; lP.l o:d man, into iT2~; in 
the singular of the state absolute a mere was afterwards em
ployed, to mark the intransitives, as is done even in the verb. 
Tbe plural, bowever, is still regularly formed of the original 
form ;~I?I the pattah in tbis case, according to a special 
Hebrew law, being lengthened into a kamets, on account of 
its now closing the syllable, as "I~~. ~"!~'lt; "':~ for ",,~, ~.,~; 
.. ~~ for ":;~, ~ .. ~~~ beauties, niat~:f for ni"~ (by assimilating 
the sound of the yod to that of the preceding vowel, which is 
abo frequently done in the Aramean). The plural retained the 
original monosyllabic form,even in those cases in which after
wards the so-called segol-form had been preferred, as in 'iI~~ 
(;t?~) king, 'iI~'fi. C"'~~"f; ~~~, n;=~"f queens; M"I!~ (~~) maid
servant, n;M'~; from which it appears that the Hebrew 
plural partakes even of more originality than does the 
Aramean, as will probably be admitted even by Prof. Fiirst 
himself. The original form of the root, also, has been 
occasionally preserved in the dual, the ear]y form of which 
has been excluded from the langllage at a later period, e. g. I 

'''I? (on!?). 1~P. horn, ~mp. for ~:~;e; "I'!~ cheek, C"'~.,? both 
cheeks; 'iI')'. 'im way, ~~:n~ two ways or a double way. 

Prof. Ewald says, § 117, p. 109: " The termination of the 
plural, in the common noun, is ~; very seldom the 
Aramean form 1"~. I This form was originally rather am, 
conf. ~ people, multitude, from which it was probably 
borrowed; hence, also, 8m, 12m, 12,.," We think it strange 
that Prof. Ewald should not mention this explanation of the 
suffix of the plural in his" AusfUhrliche Grammatik " (larger 
grammar), which he was publishing at the same time, and 
that he sbould have reserved for his" Schulgrammatik " this 
addition, which, with the exception of Dr. Donaldson in 
England, has not been, and probably will not be, adopted 
by any other Hebrew scholar; for, such a combination of 
two nOUDS, except in proper nouns, was an unheard of and 
unprecedented occurrence in those primitive times; all simi
lar suffixes in nouns, as well as in verbs, having been formed 

1 now will the Profes.or explain the Aramean 1 (Nan)! 
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of pronouns only. Moreover, the Semitic forms ~, j;ur" 
: ;'lI:', i~t::, im~, ·Ii~ (conf. Furst's Chaldiiische Formenlehre, 
, p. 238), which originally served for both genders, furnish all 
the elements necessary for the explanation of the plural of 
all the Semitic idioms. 

Prof. Ewald seems to us equally unfortunate in what he 
says about a pretended original neuter gender among the 
Semites. He says, p. 19: "Many things which must have 
originally existed in the youthful age of the language, e. g. 
a distinct neuter gender, have been lost again i compound 
words, also, which in the Sanskrit laoguages describe a 
peculiar, still higher degree of development, with the excep
tion of a few beginnings, have become entirely foreign to the 
Semitic languages." If a thing could become foreign to a 
language, a time must necessarily have existed when it was 
less foreign to it. Now we should like to know whence 
Prof. Ewald derived this information. As he does not give 
us any additional iriformation, in his " Schulgrammatik," 
about the primitive neuter in the Semitic languages, we 
have to,turn to his" AusfUhrliche Grammatik," published in 
the same year. Here he says, § 172, a: "It is satisfactorily 
established, by all vestiges, that the semitic, in the primi
tive times, before its. peculiar genius had been developed, 
diAtinguished the impersonal or so-called neuter gender. 
This is a matter beyond any doubt i because, before lan
guage can regard inanimate things as masculine, it most 
first have been in the habit of treating some inanimate things 
as persons, and others as impersonal things. This is clearly 
shown by the interrogative pronoun "'l?, Tt~, who? ~, T4 
what? which, no doubt, dates from that time, and the lat
ter form of which clearly corresponds to oor neoter. This 
interrogative pronoun, also, distinguished in this manner, is 
found in all Semitic languages. We are also taught by the 
fllller, and no dOllbt older, pronunciation of this word menl 
(mant), instead of ~, which still occurs in the Ethiopic, that 
the neuter in the Semitic, as well as in the Mediterranean 
[i. e. the Indo-European], was formed by the letter t (coni. 
Sanskrit tat), which afterwards passed over into n or m. 
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Except in this small vestige, the Semitic has given up ( 
entirely the distinction of the neuter gender; and the reason 
of this is, evidently, that the distinction of the feminine from 
the masculine gender, which could only have been fully 
carried out in a second stage of the language, has prevailed 
in it to such an extent as to crowd out completely the other 
distinction, which is the older." Prof. Ewald also observes, 
alDong other things, § 182, a: "If we examine the origin of 
these interrogative pronouns, we find that they are already 
compounded, without any doubt, of the mere interrogative 
word ma and the demonstrative M. Mrtn or man, in the 
sense of who? is found in all other Semitic tongues, and 
seems to have been shortened, in the Hebrew only, into 11'£; 
this word was originally attended by ment, which, from the 
primitive times, expressed the neuter, i. e. the impersonal 
gender. From ment first arose 1';1, which is found Ex. xvi. I 
15. at the oc:;casion of the explanation of a word j because, 
most probably, it was still understood in some [1] of the 
dialect..~, even as it has been preserved at all times in th~ 
Aramean [and, we may add, in the Arabic and Ethiopic) ; 

from this form, finally, was shortened the Arabic Co and 
the Hebrew n~. At first, § 172, Prof. Ewald speaks of a 
number of vestiges which prove the former existence of the 
neuter gender, but immediately afterwards he confines them 
to the "small vestige" of the interrogative word. We are 
afraid that this small vestige, too, will disappear when 
viewed in the true light j suppose, even, the existence of the 
neuter gender to be laid into those "primitive times, in 
which the Semitic had not yet developed its peculiar genius." 
We contest the very first point of Ewald's argumentation, 
viz. that it is eatablished beyond any doubt, that before 
language (i.e. man who speaks it) can regard inanimate 
things as masculines, it must first have been in the habit of 
treating some inanimate things as persons, and others as 
impersonal things. If here, in the place of man in general, 
we put a child, we may find, at any time, that he treats 
inanimate things as living, and thus personifies them; such, 
we hold, was the ca~e with the first man through whom 
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language was formed. In his eyes everything was alive; 
he only saw concrete actions of men, and took the phe
nomenon of an action for the actor himself; thus ;~i?1;I (1;1 or ' 
~ what, ;~i? has killed) means that which has killed, and 
which, on this account, may kill again, = the one killing. 
The process of deriving the abstract from the concrete, and of 
expressing what is inanimate and void of gender by a par· 
ticular form, did not precede but follow the process of reflec
tion, provided the Semitic languages ever reached this state 
of development; which, it is well known, they never did. 
We doubt, very much, whether Prof. Ewald will ever make 
many proselytes to his theory besides his pupil Prof. Dill· 
mann, who has probably composed his Ethiopic grammar 
under the influence of the master, and who has actually 
created this Ethiopic form a neutrum in partibus injidelium 

(Ethiopic grammar, p. 265). The Ethiopic ~orm ~ 1+ 
(ment) in question, is nothing else but the E~hiopic femi· 

nine agreeing with the Arabic feminine ..;;~ (manath, 
shortened into manti&, menth) , and neither of these forms 
is more primitive than ~, "';, as is supposed by Prof. 
Ewald, nor have they been formed, at a later period, from 
the masculine ~ or ~''iI. If we are not willing to regard ~ 
and "~, "~, as primitive forms, we may imagine them 
shortened of ~; even as ~ and '1~ mouth, are formed from 
"I!; (";~ from .. ~~); '1:1~ and '1"~ instead of '1;~ and "J:!~ 
(conf. '1~~,:!) from "~~, ""~; in which case the diphthongal 
form would be reduced into ~ and ~, ~, and the former 
would be employed afterwards for persons, and the latter for 
personified things, and be mistaken for a feminine form ~, 
I':':!. I The Semitic interrogative word ,~ (-''iI), which Prof. 
Ewald supposes to be compounded of ma and na, we would 
rather explain as being composed of '1~ shortened into ~, 
and the pronoun j~ (ilJ) or i~ (j~), which still survives in the 
Aramean, and as a suffix occurs both in the Semitic and 

1 The Ethiopic really furnishes an old furro ~. (~, mea), which accordiug to 

our opinion is shortened from the diphthong,,) form mai, '1~, and, with the mean
ing of u:11U1' is u~ed of things ((ofr. Dillmarin. Aethiopiscbc Gl'IImmatik, p. 265.) 
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Indo-European languages, and as a prefix shortened into 

jI1, i~, is found in the Hebrew Niphal and the Arabic Jillf 
• 

(iDkitill), in the capacity of a demonstrative adverb it:'! 
and perhaps as· an article in the Hebrew. At all events, as 
regards the article, it i.8 mucb more natural, and lies much 
nearer to assume the assimilation and consequent dropping 
of ~ in 1t:'! (since we have a precedent of this process in i~, 
;~, :1~~, ~~, r.~~, etc.), than to admit the assimilation 
and consequent dropping of 1:1 in 1:It:!, by which prefix the 
Hebrew article is usually explained; for the only instance 
where ; is found thus assimilated and dropped is "~~ for 
~~~, which form may also be explained some other way. 
But to return to n~: the a sound of ~. ~. was, after
wards, more and more regarded as a feminine ending, and 
as such it was, at the same time, adopted to represent what 
ill called the neuter gender; especially since it is also writ
ten n~. The suffix n in menth or moAttk, as in the Semitic I 
languages generally, denotes the feminine. When occurring 
as a prefix, it may be masculine as well as feminine, and 
in this case it corresponds to the Greek T in n7JUPOJl, etc., 
and also to the demonstrative TO, Ta, which was afterwards 
employed as an article; e. g. :1~;c:'I for ::It91z:!, ="-l:! (="il;), the 
ont taking pollession of [you]; ~~, the one or tke tMng melt-' 
itIg away, for a melting; n"~~, tke one or the thing a./fticUng, 
i. e. the fasting; ~;~, the one rising up against; n7.:~i't;I, a 
riling or standing up against, the p'Jwer of resisting. 

But to return from this digression to Prof. Ewald's clas
sification of the noun. Before discussing this subject any 
further, we must repeat a former statement, which will be 
examined in detail hereafter, in treating of the verb, viz. that 
tbe nominal and verbal roots are originally the same, not 
only as regards their consonants, but also their vowels, and 
that the only difference between them consists in a different 
mode of affixing pronouns j that consequently there are for
mations of the verbs corresponding to those of the nouns. 

If, in the arrangement of the Hebrew declensions, with Prof. 
Ewald, we stan from genetic principles, those nouns evidently 
constitute the fir,t decle1lsion, which agree with the verb 
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in its original monosyllabic form, with the accent upon the 
last syllable, and the sheva of the first radical, e. g. "I~ 
man, d~1 honey, etc.; or in which the sheva of the first radi. 
cal is filled up into kamets, e. g. "1~ word, "~1 a male. 
This class is made the second declepsion by Prof. Ewald. 
As regards his first declension (Gesenius's sixth), we would 
not even make it the second, but the third declension. 

Those appear to us as nouns of the Ifecond declemitm 
which coincide with the intransitive verb!!. In these the pat. 
tah of the second radical is either varied into a tsere, chirek, 
cholem, or shurek, and the sheva of the first radical is almost 
invariably filled up into a kamets, e. g. ;~p', ;~p', ;bp" ;~ 
into ;~p., ;"~P., ;c,P., ;~~p.; ~.,~~ into et"~h et"~h et"~~; .,;.~ • 
.,;): ; ,!~;~, ~"m CI,,~, =.,~; CI_:s~, CI~~ - those nouns which 
are formed with chirek and shurek frequently assuming a 
passive meaning. In order to obtain an insight into the 
formatio~ of the nouns composing this class, we must ana· 
lyze the formation of the intransitive verbs with .hich 
they coincide. In the transitive verbs which belong to the 
first formation, the original pattah after the second radical 
has been retained, while this in the intransitive verbs is 
usually changed into a tsere in the Aramean, Hebrew, and 
Ethiopic; into a cholem in the Chaldee; in a few verbs in 
the Hebrew into shurek of the first, chirek of the second, 
radical j in the Arabic into a chirek; finally, it is found 
changed in the Chaldee and Arabic. This chirek no longer 
occurs in any Hebrew verb, but it is found in some of its 
nouns j and from the fact that we still meet with· it in 
Chaldee and Arabic verbs and nouns, we conclude that it 
was of ordinary occurrence in 'the original Semitic tongue, 
before this branched out into its dialects; and that from this 
general language it has survived in Hebrew nouns. We now 
direct the attention of the reader to the difference between the 
transitive and intransitive verbs, viz. tbat the former is fol· 
low~d by a complemental accusative case, but the latter is 
used witbout it. A similar relation as between the transi. 
tive and intranElitive verbs, we hold exists between the noun 
in the state COllstruct and the state absolute. ,In the former 
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state the noon is attended by a complemental genitive 
case, and in the latter it is used without it. The effect, 
in either case, upon the pattah of the second radical is the 
same. As in the transitive verb this pattah is retained, but 
in the intransitive verb is varied into a chirek, cholem, or 
tsere; so also in some of the noons of the second declension 
in the state construct, the original pattah is retained, while 
in the state absolute it is varied into a teere. When the 
vowel after the second radical is a tsere, this is usually 
changed into a pattah in the state construct, e. g. state absol. 
~, 'state Constr. iel; "1z,:, "1~;; ;~.;~; "1~~, 'I~~; i~~ , 
~; ~19, ;,:;\;'; in some of these nouns, however, the tsere 
of the state absolute is retained in the state construct, e. g. 
~~~, ~~;; ~i9, ~~~. When the second radical is followed by 
a cbirek, cholem, or shurek, these vowels are also retained 
in the state construct, and in the forms with suffixes. 

The noons of the third declemion or jornl4tion (Ewald's' 
fitst) evidently belong to a period in which the Hebrew was I 

already detached from its sister-languages; inasmuch as no 
other Semitic tongue possesses the segol-forms. As regards 
Prof. Ewald's assertion that the reason of the removal of the 
accent [and, we add, the vowel) from the ultimate to the 
penult in the noun, is to distinguish it from the verb (Aus
fiihrI. Lehrb. d. Hebr. Spr. p. 326), we· cannot agree with 
bim, inasmuch as this removal of the accent is also foond 
in many t1erbs, but does not occur in more than three fourths 
of the nouns. He may be right so far that the length of 
the vowel of the final syllable of the root, in the state abso
lute of the nouns, expresses a certain completeness and 
independence on the part of the noun; while the pattah of 
the second radical of the verb indicates a leaning of the verb 
towards the object which limits its action. So also the 
vowel of the final syllable is foond short in the state con
struct of the nouns, by which a more intimate conjunction 
of the noun with the qualifying or modifying attribute 
seems to be expressed. In the intransitive verbs, again, the 
action of which is not limited by an object, we find the 
lODger tsere and cholem, and in some dialects the chirek and 
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shurek, as has been stated above. From all this it follows 
that this removal of the accent from the second to the first 
radical, is not for the sake of distinguishing the noun from 
the verb, but probably rises in a cause common both to the 
noun and the verb. 

In order to place this statement on a firmer basis, we 
must be allowed to dilate on the subject before us, and to 
show that it has a historical foundation. AJJ the Indo
European languages, in their ante-historical youth, when 
they were still united under some common idiom, lacked the 
article, and as in the Greek, at a time when it already 
belonged to history, i. e. after Homer, a definite article was 
created, we are led to suppose that the Semitic idioms, also, 
were originally destitute of it ; inasmuch as f.he Ethiopic, 
during the entire duration of its existence, seems to have 
done without it ; and in Hebrew poetry, likewise, the noun 
is used without the article, because the poets are fond of 
archaic forms and constructions. It seems, however, that 
while the Semitic languages were yet united, a beginning 
was made towards the creation of an article. For in the 
Aramean, the Arabic, and to some extent in the Hebrew, 
we meet with the ending ii, 0, an, on, un, which evidently 
contains the same vowels ii or 0 (12), that still exist in the 
Aramean in a sort of rudimental capacity in the article 
emphatic, and are likewise found in the Latin domio-a, 
domin-o, and the Greek t7Mf'-o, t7Mf'-a, t7Mf'-'1; in which lan
guages these vowels gradually lost their power of an article, 
and became fortified by the addition of a new pronoun I,., 
e. g. kom-o-n, av-o-s, avos, &dp.-o>-Jl. 

We thus have in the Indo-European, as well as in the 
Semitic tongues, two suffixed articles: first, a and 0, and 
leco-ndiy, n or I, so that in the Indo-European languages 
we obtain the endings o-n, 0-1, and in the Semitic a-n and 
o-n. The ending a'" is contracted of a-/wn, and 011 of o-imI, 
/wn being a demonstrative pronoun in the Chaldee, and /unI 
in the Syriac. The consciousness of the suffixes ata and 011 

being articles, became soon lost in the Hebrew and Arabic 
tongues, where they dwindled down into Dlere endings; but 
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in the Aramean the ending a, even without the -addition of 11, 

continued as an article. To compensate for this loss of the 
article, in Hebrew ~ or ~ began to be prefixed, and in the 
Arabic ~~. In the Arabic we, moreover, find this peculiarity, 
that when the article at is prefixed, the letter n of the suffix 
is dropped, as f#&alkan king, almalka the king. A parallel 
calle of this prefixing of the article, after the meaning of the 
suffixed article became lost, we find in the Greek ,) i'1MT-o-~, 
o 8ail''''''v, while in the Latin the suffixed article sufficed, as 
ftli-u-" the son. 

The prefix j~, on account of its causing the vowel of the 
following consonant to be accented, exercised the same effect 
npon the noun, as did the stereotype ~ upon the verb, viz. 
by dropping the final syllable a, it caused the root to 
become again monosyUabie,l as happened with several other 
prefixes, e. g. ~ aorrow, for ~ from "'~", o~~ from oQ:;; 
~~ from ;~~; o';l=J from otp;. Yet we are far from main
taining that the prefixing of the article, or any other prefix, 
was the only cause by which the ultimate syllable was cut 
off; for in the Ethiopic we meet with a wearing off of this 
syllable without the prefixing of any syllable whatever. 

By assuming the pre-existence of the suffixed article a or 
ha, we also have tbe key for an understanding of the forma
tion of the dual, which originally seems to have been but 
another form of the plural, and afterwards was confined to a 
duality of things or persons, as in Heb. c'i~, Chald. ~;'" 
Samar. "'9;'1, Q:~~" for c:'~'i" the days; afterwards, the two 
days (properly it signifies t/.e day-they; C"-: being instead of 
:-r, or aIj, which is the plural of tt~"). The diphthong ~-: 
was either contracted into ,,-:, as in c"~-q two; or into kamets, 
as in ~ for Q~~ flies, gnats, =~~ steps, for =~~~, which arose 
from ~o or c",,?o; or, finally, it was contracted into c,,-:, 
which is the ordinary mark of the plural in later times. The 
original diphthongal form, however, may have been in use 

1 A~ A relic of this AnAl a in Hebrew we may regard n~;?, where, mOn'o\'er, 
lhe original n, instead o( the later Aramean N, is presl:rved; AS is aho tho 
ease in the Samaritan, whi(,h in this rcspeet appears more primitive; (ur the 
ancient form of the suffixed article Will not a but Ita, 
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in the Hebrew for many centuries before it was reduced 
into C ...... ; for the form of the consonants, which alone were 
written originally, remained the same in both cases. Before 
suffixes, and in the state construct, this supposed original 
form of the plural ~ [or ,;.:] was first nasalized and indis
tinctly pronounced, and finally dropped altogether, as in the 
Syriac .. ~~~; the diphthong of which ending, in the Hebrew 
and Chaldee, was blended into "'":; when, we cannot say, 
because the vowels originally were not expressed in writing. 

As regards the migration of the vowel of the monosyllable 
from the second to the first radical, which we find in the 
nouns of the third formation, it seems to ha'lre taken place 

I before the primitive Semitic tongue branched out into the 
L different idioms j nor does it seem to have been confined to 
the nouns, but to have pervaded a greater portion of the 
verbs, and in short tc;> have become a special law in all 
Semitic languages, inasmuch as· it occurs in all of them. 
Thus we find in the Aramean ~~p. he kiHed, but .. ;~~~ be 
killed me j -~~l? they killed, "~-;=t'P. they killed me j in the He
brew (~~l?) ~~p. be killed, "~~~l? he killed me, ~~~p., .. ~~~::~ they 
killed me j 'il~~ ('il~~)' Heb. = .. -;~~ kings j Chald. 'il~ I ~~~, 
plur. i"=?~~' 

We close, here, our discussion of the various Hebrew 
declensions. By classifying the Hebrew nODns strictly 
according to their formation, we arrive at more declensions 
than Prof. Ewald; but confining ourselves to laying down 
our first positions in this Article, we defer a discussion of the 
remaining declensions to a future occasion. 

In respect to the so-called original cases in Hebrew, Prof. 
ROdiger differs from Prof. Ewald j for in treating of the rem
nants of old cases, no; locative, and ~ and; at the end of 
words, in the state construct, § 90 of Gesenius's gmmmar, 
he says: "As in the Arabic three cases are distinguished 
by their endings, so also in the Hebrew noun we notice 
three endings which correspond with the Arabic in their 
sound, but which have generally lost their meaning, and 
remain as dilapidated monuments of a fuller and more 
living organism j for, in the Hebrew language, in that stage 
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in which it appears in the Old Testament, the cases are no 
Ipnger distinguished by their endings." In a foot-note he 
continues: "As the meaning of the cases is entirely lost in 
the ~ndings "",:, and 0;. it is not quite right to call them end
ings of cases; yet it is probable that, at some time, they had 
a specific meaning in the language, just as ~: even as the 
corresponding endings [u for the nominative, i for the gelli
tive, and a for the -accusative case] are found in the old 
Arabic, and became subseqllently lost, as in the Hebrew." 
Prof. ROdiger, in his statement, starts with the same suppo
sition which, we think, has been sufficiently disproved above, 
viz. that all Semitic idioms, because they are the offspring 
of the same mother-language, have been developed together, 
and reached the same degree of grammatical perfection, 
although the nations who spoke these langllages were scat
tered through different climates and different tracts of 
country, and al~hough, intellectually and morally, they 
differed very much from each other. Moreover, in the 
Aramean, there is not a single trace found of a local accu
sative, and. in the Hebrew, the local accusative is never used 
for the accusative generally; although it is misemployed so 
as to denote, sometimes, a rest or a stay in a place, and is 
partly additionally supported by prepositions; most fre
quently, however, it either disappears entirely, or else it is 
replaced by prepositions. We are therefere justified in 
asserting that in the original Semitic tongue, as it still 
survives in the Aramean, and to some extent in the Hebrew, 
there was wanting a proper form for the accusative case, 
limiting the verb, unless we take the sign "11$ or n~ for it 
in the Hebrew and the Aramean. Prof. Ewald, on the other 
hand, observes, p. 131 of his "Schlligrammatik": "The 
only insignificant beginning of the formation of a case is 
made by the appending of a demonstrative M,;, (rarely n-;). 
in order to express a tendency, directiOll, and motion towards 
a place - the direction towards a person is never expressed 
by this ending. The idea of the accusative case, which is 
the case of relation and motion, might be easily connected 
with it, but this application of the ending has never been 
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developed." It has only been thus applied in the southern 
Semitic tongues, the Arabic and the Ethiopie. 

The similarity which Prof. ROdiger notices between the 
two other endings; and,,":, and the Arabic nominative and 
genitive, as we shall presently see, is merely apparent and 
accidental. It is well known that some of his examples, 
with these endings, dating from remotest antiquity-we 
mean the compound proper nouns - are composed of the 
roots of .,; and "';, from which the forms ending in ~ dift'er 
either in respect to age or dialect (;~~q, according to 1 Sam. 
i. 20, stands for ;~~~~ I just as ;~~';-C:~, and consequently does 
not belong here). Among these words are found t:~, .. ~~; 
r,n~, .. ~;: ~~'T; ~=., .. ~. (?), among which the more archaic' 
has gradually yielded to the softer", as in "I~~ ("I~~), 
which is a later form for .,~~ . Still, not even in such in
stances, where the suffix; or "-:- is appended to triliteral roots, 
can we recognize marks of cases, corresponding to the Ara
bie. Wherever these words occur, they are either followed 
by genitives, or, as is frequently the case with ~ouns in the 
state construct, by words which have prepositions prefixed 
to them, and which are just as intimately connected with 
the nouns, qualified, or, at least modified, by them. If, 
now, we take the words ending in ,,-:-. which ROdiger de
scribes as genitives, we find that they differ from the Arabic 
in this remarkable particular, that in the Hebrew not the 
qualifying word, as in the Arabic, but that which is qualified 
by the genitive, would thus bear the mark of the genitive
which is simply absurd. For this reason we are led to 
prefer Prof. Ewald's explanation, who, in opposition to Prof. 
ROdiger (we do 110t recollect Gesenius himself having 
advanced this proposition in a former edition of his work), 
.says, § 211, that at the end of the qualified word there was 
.originally a copulative vowel, towards which the entire word 
rushed vehemently, in order to attract the better from this 
position the new member. Of this final vowel, however, 
he says mere scattered remains are left. We do not, how
ever, quite agree with Prof. Ewald in what follows; he says: 
"This final vowel, at the time of its fulness, probably 
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sounded yd, which was a word of reference, and it now 
usually occurs in the form of i, as in the proper noun i'j~""~~~. 
properly king of right; and more rarely in that of 6, as in 
~a. or of a in fate, as in '1!~ from ~ (Isa. xxx. H) ; but as a 
general thing, the copulative vowel has become very scarce, 
and, except in a few proper nouns and some prepositions, as 
~~~ witliOfd, "r,~-, besides, we only meet with it in poetry. 
Yet even where this final vowel is DO longer visible, it has 
left some traces behind: 1. the ending of the feminine 
singular always" sounds hard = t, as before a new vowel; 
2. tbe ending of the feminine plural 6th has appropriated as 
a copUlative vowel the vowel ay in way of the masculine 
plural in the state construct of the words '1~~~ [thel heights 
of, "Ij~~"~, at [the] heads of; also most of the tmffixes 
have acquired it; 3. several roots of nouns in the state 
construct again exhibit a vowel as a part of the original 
root, which had been entirely given up in the state absolute, 
e. g. in the words expressing relations, .. ~~ father of, "I'!~. '1;r; 
(1); also, "~: or n~':l friend, together with =!':) in the state 
absolute." 

Thus far we have quoted from Prof. Ewald. The last 
word, ~:, we intend to keep in sight, in order to trace it 
again in other words. As regards Prof. Ewald's theory 
about yd (jd), it lacks all proof, and is contrary to all 
probability. It seems to us that all feminines orginally 
ended .in n. and not only when followed by a genitive. 
Besides the endings; and ,,-:, we need also to explain ~, "-;, 
and n-;, and as we found ourselves compelled to oppose 
Prof. ROdiger's explanation of the former endings, viz. ; and 
~,so we have now to raise some objections to Prof. Ewald's 
definition of the [primitiveJ meaning of these latter endings. 

III the Aramean, and also in some non-Semitic idioms, 
we meet with some awkward modes of exprel!sillg the 
genitive case, e. g. in the Swabian (German) dialect, we 
hear: meinem Vater sein Bruder (literally: to my father his 
brother) instead of meines Vaters Bruder (my father's bro
ther); meiner Scl&wester ihr Kind (to my sister her child), 
instead of meiner Schwester Kind (my.sister's child) ; the very 
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!lame thing is of an ordinary occurrence in the Aramean. 
In thit4 language the suffix, which agrees ill number and 
gt'nder with t.he att.ribute by which the noun is modified or 
qualifiE.'d. is first appended to the 1I0un, and tben follows the 
attribute in the genitive casE.'. Thid is even done in cal'leS 

when', inlltead of the qualified noun a preposit.ion is used 
which formerly figured as a Iloun, though the original noun 
in lIome cases can no 10ngE.'r be recognized. A few examples 
may illustrate this: ~v? (his name) '1':1 (of) atlJ~,! (the God)
his name of the God, int4tead of" t.hl" nllme of God, or God's 
name." The same thing occurs in the Syriac. The suffix of 
the third person singular, afterwards bl"cause it occurs most 
frequently, appears to us to have become sterl"otyped or 
petrified, as it were, in the Hebrew, after its meaning had 
become lost in the popular understanding. Now this third 
peJ'l(on occurs in the Aramean, in several different forms, all 
of which may be traced again in the Hebrl"w;n.: for ~-: 
(rarely "-.;), "-:: and instead of this ..... , which may have 
been, itself, originally "-:: for J:I.:;; unless we assume this 
to be shortened of "a,.; or "1",I'i. As the Hebrew was only 
provided with vowel-marks ill the seventh century after 
Chridt, and the letter yod had also represented the sound of 
a in fate, the original pronunciation of this letter, two thou
sand years ago, can no longer be determined with any 
certainty. As regards the suffix 'i, this would have to be 
t.akE'n for thE' Hebre\v suffix; from atlll"l, or for a dilapidated 
form of .. t!,.1 The original pronominal suffix would thus, as 
it seems, have been gradually reducl"d in the Hebrew into a 
mere copula or connective vowel, and a considerable num
ber of words, the t'lldings of which thUd far appeared 
abnormal, would thereby receive an easy and natural 
E.'xplanation. If we, according to what appears above, 
rl"gard the final" in ,,~-ct~ ten, as identical with t.he final yod, 

1 The 'i we partially find in the Syriac and Chaldee. as well as in the Ethiopic, 
before 8uffixetl. The lIebrew ; scums to os to ba ve originated in ,_ = au (4 - (0), 
and this is the demonstrative suffix a (a in for) which we spok~ of above, and 
the suffix ~M, hll or it. ThiB 4 we recognize also in the l&ate constroct of the 
}:thiol,ir. at variance with Prof. Dillmann, who identifies it witb the sign of the 
aceusative. 
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it agrees with the Chaldee yod in "':)!i'!!! ten; and in ~tr:.?, 
also, in which, on aooount of its being a 'primitive root, we 
CInDot expect to find four radicals, the final ~yllable does 
not belong to the root [as little as do the syllables r"t-; and 1"1-: in 
tbe state construct ~':) and "~~ of!!!,:)], as is wrongly main
tained by Prof. Ewald, but it is a mere copulative form for 
~ or ~. III the Chaldee forms ".r9~, "~~~, also, the final 
syllables are no more marks of the feminine gl'nder [as is 
imagined by Prof. Furst, p. 242 of his Chaldee grammar] 
tban is "0: in the Hebrew M':)~~, or,,": in "~!1,21~', and "~~t;', the 
mark of the Chaldee feminine. But in the Hebrew (.,\;~) "~~. 
"I~ is the proper root, and in the Chald. j~t;' (Heb. ,~~. i~&;), 
all is even admitted by Prof. Furst in "~~'1~ eighteen. By 
tbis mode of interpreting, these two numerals are found in 
agreement with the archaic form "I;l~!!!, which by Ewald, 
Fiirst, and ROdiger is declared to be an obscure form, the 
etymology of which they have by no means cleared up. 
Mr. RiKliger says, p.l90: "R. Jona explains this word by 
~~ "I;l~"!!! till twelve, or, as it were, near. twelve, which is 
an expression like ttndeviginti, but which in the present 
instance would be a little out of the way. Moreover, this 
explanation would only fit the feminine, while in the mascu
line we also (lay .,~~ "l!l-q~, inst~ad of .,itt~ "~-q!!! for "i:;~ "~'I9"!!!' 
which was to be expected; unless we admit an incorrect
ness of the language. Others say that it means something 
which is added, in thought, to ten, from nll!~ to think; which 
is Prof. Furst's explanation. This gentleman, however, addl5 
tbat it may also be derived from t"'l:1~ (= .,~,,). to incline, to 
bl'nd, to incline towards; so that c"r:r;~ means [inclinings or] 
an inclining towards, or an attaching, and .,~~ "::!rr~. an at
taching to ten." In this case, however, we add, n would 
have to be written without a dagesh, which yet is written 
everywherl'. Prof. Ewald coml'S much nearer the truth; for 
he says," Ausfiihrliches Lehrbuch, etc.," p.572, and" Schul
grammatik," p. 166 : " In the place of the first numeral in 
... -n:!~ masc., "':)irt~ .,~ fern., eleven, there is also found "l!l~!!!, 
which occurs only in this connect.ion. This word only accu", 
in the Hebrew, and its derivation is obscure; ctopecially 
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since it serves for both genders j yet it seems merely a dia
lectic variation of "11a.s." In a foot.-l1ote he adds: "Even as 
in the Samaritan ".,e, ." is lIaid, inlStead of "'". and as this 
very numbt>r eleven, ~ing the next one to the short words 
for the numbers from one to tt'll is singularly developed in 
many languages." 

All this, howevt>r, is not saying much. It is not very 
ext.raordinary that in the Samaritan we !Should find "II in the 
place of the ArameaU"ll1; for it is well known that the 
Samaritall!S frequeutly place::: in the stead of other gutturalt'o 
But this dot's not assist the et.ymology of this word auy i 
be(~ause the Aramean form is a later abbreviation. In the 
Hebrew we find of the llumeral .,nM the secondary form .,noo. 
and in the Arabic .,n,. both as nouns and as verbs, and in 
addition to these we have, in our present case, the archaic 
guttural form "IN. Which of these forms was the original 
one, can now no longer be decided with any certainty. To 
judge by analogy, the stronger , must be prior to at; and 
instances of such. a transition occur in other words; e. g. 
"". 'me; "!I'. "I'll; .,;", "~M; ~" ~et; C!I" c)lt; :2!I:P,~.; !I", 
!mt. The fact that gutturals may pass over into sibilant!!, is 
noticed in the Indo-European, as well 88 in the Semitic 
idioms: Engl. frog', Germ. Frosck (speak froMh) j Germ. 
Briicke, Engl. bridge; Eng\. to break, Germ. brechen, Fr. 
brecAe, and Engl. breack; Gr. 7I'a:x{o,.", 7I'cUrtTfiIJI; l>..axfo;. SMu
tT,.,.,,; i'~q, ':t~"; !I~~, !I~II$ I to plait, etc. But more particu
larly we Ilotice the change of" into c, ':\':!;tl into ~~; 
~:;lJ into t:~~; "'!':j. Aram. "l~. 'l'he form .. ~~~ would, 
therefore, be instead of .. t:)t;I~, fmm the feminine r"~~ for r;t~~ 
or Z'\1'l~' which, with its copula, would be united to the 
masculine ""i:?:e. according to rule; this form, moreover, 
would be on the same stage of formation with ";~~ for ·il:~. 
the Challlt'p. "~V"i' or "=~~. and thp. Chaldee feminines ~~'7~, 
.. ~~~, .. ~~~o:? "~"It2~. etc., in which not the E'nding ,,-:, bot 
the Jetter"r"\- ill the mark of the feminine gender. 

Ewald, RUdiger, and Gesenius, as well as their predecell
sors, are mistaken in supposing ~~~ to be a feminine form. 
Fur, jiTlll, ill order to prove their aSllertion, they cannot 
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furnish one single other word in which",: is a feminine 
ending; and, secrmdly, among the compound numbers this 
would be the only jn~tance where two feminine forms 
would be found together; and so long as flnother explana
tion is possible, it is wrong to admit this exception. .A 
satisfactory explanation, hO\\'ever, is almost forced upon us, 
when we compare the number ten in the three more archaic 
Semitic idioms. In the HebretlJ we find the following fOl'ms 
for the number ten: 1. ~~~. 2. ~~:e. 3. n:~~. 4. n;~~. 5. Z'I;~~; 
in the Ckaldee, 1. "I~!J! (2. ~~~. 3. ~~), 4. ~t?~ ('I':li'), 5. L't~-q~ 

6. rr;'q~ (7. rr;t?~), 8. Z'I~'9~, 9. 'I~':;~; in the Syriac, 1. ~ 

("Q~), 2. r rm:: (~.,~~ for L't;'9 ~ ), 3. r ~ (1it~'9~) 4. ~~ 
Z'I':!li'~' esrath'; when compoundt>d wit.h units. We thul.'! 
have, in the Hebre\V, Syriac, and Chaldee, three forms for 
the fE'miuine: in the state absolute, Beb. n-;i:]~, Syr. L't"t)~. 
Chald. L't;q~, in the state construct, Beb. Z'I;~~, Syr. n':!l?~, 
Chald. f"\~'9~, 'I~;t?!£; for the mal'culine, state absolute, Heb. 
~i9~ (~~~), Syr. and Chald. ~~~. After deducting thl"se forms, 
there remains in all these languages one single form, which 
must have sounded alike in all of them, viz. n,:!b~, tt':!l?~. 'I':!l?~ 
("':'9). Now, in none of these languages is there a single 
instance found of a feminine form ending in n-:. tt-:;. or "-:;. 
and it is perfectly inconceivable to us, how Profs. "Tiner and 
Furst, in the face of the feminine form "1!l1~~, given in their 
Chaldee grammars, can still insist that "':!'9~ is a feminine 
form. By doing so, Mr. Furst even contradicts himself; for, 
on p. 201 of his" Chaldiiische Formenlehre," he absolutely 
denies that substantives ending in ~-:; can ever be feminines. 
Inasmuch as the three forms mentioned above are evidently 
identical, and as the final yod, moreover, in a large number 
of words, appears as a copulative form, we are led to assume 
that the Chaldee form in this part.icular instance jlJ the older 
one, common to all, and that tht" letter n of the Hebrew and 
the lit of the Syriac were wl"akened from or exchanged for 
an original yod. As regards the fact of the meaning of an 
original suffixed word being lost from t he popular under
stallding, and of its dwindling down into a mere gram-
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matical form, such instances are found in all languages. 
We need bu t direet the attention of our readers to the adver
bial ending ment in the Romance tongues, which was origi
nally the ablative case -mente of the noun mellS, and which~ 
as may be still traced in the Spanitlh, at first was used only 
in a limited sense and with appropriate adjectives, but after
ward as was employed as a general adverbial ending. &pi
enti sat! 

As regards the construction of the numerals with the 
numbered nouns, or with other numerals, the two grammaf15 
before us gave us satisNlction in this one respect, that their 
authors are no longer willing to make white appear black, 
and black white, i. e. to call the masculines feminines, and 
the feminines masculinet', at' is still dOlle by their colleagups 
in the other Semitic idioms, viz. by Winer and Fiirst in the 
ChaldeE', UMemann in the Syriac, Dillman'll in the Ethiopic, 
and Gaspari in the Arabic. But we are 110t at all satisfied 
that these gentlemen simply mention this singular constroc
tion, without any satisfactory ac('ount of it. Prof. Ewald 
supposes that the numerals were originally substantives of 
quantity, and that, as such, they are found in the state 
construct of the feminine ending: ~~~ 1"I~;'«5 he regards as 
a trine of flons, trias filwrum; and afterwards, when these 
substantives gradually assumed the character of mere adjec
tives, and could be placed before, or even after the noons, 
without entering into a very close conjunct.ion with them, 
the distinction of gender, also, among them remained settled 
in this manner, i. e. the form of the feminine remained for 
the nearer gender, viz. the masculine [we would ask the 
professor whether the feminine gender is not just as near as 
the mat'culint>], and they were thus enabled to cast thilS 
ending entirely aside for the feminine gender. How does 
Prof. Ewald know that these forms ever had the feminine 
ending? for, in order to cast it aside, they must have had it 
originally. These are arbitrary assertions. 

Prof. ROdiger explains this pE'culiarity by saying that they 
WE're originally substantiva abstracta, such as deCal, trias, 
and that, as such, they could have both a masculine and a 
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feminine form. The feminine form, according to him, was 
the principal form, and for this reason it was combined with 
words of the prevailing masculine gender; and the other 
,form, without the feminine ending, was employed for words 
of the feminine gender. This distinction, however, accord
ing to him, eould only have been established by usage. It' 
'Was certainly established by usage, and indeed before the 
separation of the Semitic tribes; but no language ever goes to 
work arbitrarily; on the contrary, it always operates accord
ing to some fixed laws; and first among these laws are those 
of euphony and of symmetry. Gesenius and ROdiger look 
lIpon the feminine as the chief form; but we hope they do 
not regard it as t.he older form, from which the masculine is 
shortened. Unless therefore we choose to admit, with Ewald, 
that the forms of both genders were born as twins, there 
must have been a time in which the shorter form of the 
numerals was common to both genders, and when, after they 
commenced "to count above five," the masculine pronoun of 
the third person plural (in the Hebrew ~ = c,:!), which: at 
that time was likewise common to both genders, was 
suffixed to the units. When, subllequently, it was deemed 
proper to distinguish the feminine from the masculine gen
der by a particular ending (~), and, in contradistinction 
to the concrete masculine, to prefer f()r a graphic representa
tion of the abstract the form of the feminine gender because 
it represents the less active and more receiving or passive 
element; when, finally, in the plural of this heavier form, by 
a lengthening of the short vowel into a long d or 0, the 
endings 1"1-; or r'li were produced, in this case, we ask, was 
it not very natural that, for the sate of euphony, the ill
sounding, tautophonic endings in r'I should be avoided? 
We ask further, whether it was not right-to do justice to the 
law of symmetry, by wedding the shorter, now masculine 
form of the numeral, to the longer feminine form of the 
numeral or noun, and, with the same regard for symmetry, 
to combine the singular form of the numeral with the longer 
form of the plural of both endings of the nOUD, and, also, the 
singular of the nouns of both genders, not lengthened by 
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the plural ending, with the form of the tens, ending in tz"\-, 

which by the appending of the pronominal suffix to tbe 
originally monosyllabic units, had become dissyllabic. 
Among the nnmerals, therefore, not 80 much attention is 
paid to the genders, as to the proportional distribution of 
the various forms; by which is also explained tbe apparent 
irregularity in the use of the different furms of number two, 
where the forms of both genders, tI:2~ masc. and tI~~"Ci fem., 
are of the same length and ending, and where the CODStruC

tion tI.,~~ .,~~ no longer reqnires any particular explanation. 
If, now, from the nomillal roots we pbS over t.o the verbal, 

which we, in conformity with Furst, hold to have been origi· 
nally monosyllabic, we differ from him in not finding the 
mOdt archaic form of the verb in the tbird person of the Ara· 
mean perfect, but in the third person of the feminine sing. of 
the Hebrew verb, when it precedes a suffix, and next to the 
Hebrew in the Arabic and Etbiopic, viz. Heb., originally 
;~I?, now ;til; masc., Z"I~~I? fern.; Arab. and Ethiop. r"I~. 
The Hebrew form Z"I~~it evidently dates from a time when 
the masculine still sounded ;til? ,I and when the sbeva of tbe 
first radical, according t.o a specific Hebrew usage, was not 
y~t expanded into a foretone kamets. For tbis reason we 
hold that the Hebrew form of the plnral which still surviv8$ 
before snffixes, is the older; because, if the form -;=; had 
already existed at that time, notbing conld have prevented 
their saying "~~;qp", etc. Again, the Hebrew form:.~;~it (for 
1~;til? and ~;~'P, for 1~;~ R = 1l1l',;) for the representation of 
both genders, appears to us more primitive; and the process 
of distinguishing the genders seems· to belong to a time 
when the form I?! , which originally was common to both 
genders, was already employed in designating the femi
nine, in contradistinction to ~":!; as may be seen from the 
Arabic kiithiilnii. This latter Arabian form, however, again 
appears older than the Aramean ketiila and the Ethiopic 
kiitkiild, because they both seem shortened from this Arabic 

I Since we haYe ao aot:ice of the primlti..e oell&Driea, we do DOt tnoY, ftoIIl 
the Dot .ocaliaed text, when the Hebrew verb ceased to be a mOD051llable. 
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form; unless we assume that these latter forms, viz. ketiila 
and kiitkifld, have lost a final nasal Round. 

On returning to the third person singular feminine, Gese· 
nius is evidently right in assuming, both in the case of the 
vt'rb and of the nann, that the ending f'I-: is original, and 
that the ending no; is blunted from it, and we can see no rea· 
son whatever why Ewald should say, § 248: "Whenever 
these suffixes meet with the verbal pronouns, the ending no; of 
the third person singular feminine of the perfect is constantly 
hardened into at, § 173," and why he tlhould identify this 
verbal ending with the feminine ending, which he evidently 
does by referring to it. In this passage quoted he says: 
I Wherever the feminine is distinguitlheu externally, it has, 
as an original mark, the syllable ·at appenued to it; yet this 
t is very much (sic!) softened into a mere breathing, after 
the vowel ak, which is written n ';, and very seldom lIto;." 

Ewald removed the Niphal from its former plact", imme. 
dia~ely after the Kal, into the last place j we do not see a 
sufficient reason for such a removal, and we rather, with 
Prof. ROdiger retain the order introduced by Gesenius and 
his predecessors. In case this order was to be remodelled, 
we would propose that the Hiphil and Hophal should be 
placed immediately after the Niphal, in order to have 
together all the forms derived from t.he simple root. We 
approve, however, of Prof. Ewald's making a synopsis of the 
perfect tefJses of all verbal forms, in order to obtain a general 
view of them j because they likewil.le represent the indicative 
mood. Ewald, also, is perfectly right in villdicating to the 
Hebrew n, the characteristic letter of the Hi phil, the priority 
over the at of the other Semitic idioms j he also says that 
the vowel if or pattah of the Piel or Hiphil first" tapered 
ofr," in the Hebrew, into a chirec, as he expresses himself. 
The same, also, we hold to be the case with the chirec of the 
second syllable of the Hiphil; inasmuch as this only appears 
as an exception in the Aramean, and is not at all found in 
tbe ATabic and Ethiopic. In the Hebrew, too, it is rt"placed 
in the first and second perdons, by a tsere, or else a pattah 
stands in its place. How old the chirec of the first syllable is, 
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in the Hebrew, and that of the second syllable, a]so, partly in 
the Chaldee, can now no longer be determined, because the 
yod of the ultimate in the texts represented both the tsere 
and t.he chirec, and the vowels were added on]y in the 
seventh century after Christ. 

As regards the origin and formation of the imperative 
mood, Ewald and ROdiger differ from each other. ROdiger 
says: "Along [with the third person of the perfect tense] i~ 
placed a second radical or fundament.al form, which sounds 
the same as the infinitive mood ;'''P" also ;~p, after which 
come the imperat.ive mood, and the imperfect tense.'·' He 
continueEl, on p. 94: " The principal form of the imperative 
mood ;cp, (;~i1) is the same which also underlies the for
mation of the imperfect tense, and' which, in another 
direction, in the form of the infinitive mood, verges towards 
the noun." In a foot-note he observes: "It seems pref
erable to regard the imperative mood as an abbreviation 
of the ~econd person of the imperfect tense, ;''Oif from ;.; 
but it is more probable that each of these three forms is an 
independent grammatical formation, and that they did not 
arise one from another, but that all three originated to
gether on the foundation of the abstract verbal form. The 
inflection of the imperative mood, on the other hand, may 
have arisen from the imperfect tense." Ewald (and also 
Furst, ill his "Chaldaische Formenlehre"), however, does 
not hesitate in the least to assert that the imperative mood 
was generated from the imperfect tense; for he sa~s, p. 131, 
2: "The proper distinction of the imperative mood first 
arose by the dropping of the initial mark of the person, 
while the number and gender still remain indicated with 
sufficient accuracy." The three above-named gentlemen 
deserve some credit for refusing to admit any longer the 
absurd hypothesis of the former grammarians, that the 
imperative mood and the imperfect tense were generated 
from the abstract nominal form of the infinitive mood. But 
we are not quite sure what to do with ROdiger's form !;Ci? or 
;~p,. inasmuch as it is neither the imperative nor the infini. 
tive mood. What part of speech is this unknown x! 
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We are aware that our linguists, in their investigations, 
are in tbe babit of starting with such nameless and shapeless 
skeletons of word-toots j but we are convinced that such 
lioguistical phantoms could never have existed in rentm 
ttatura. All words have a certain office to perform in the 
sentence or worded thought, and they are, therefore, parts of 
a sentence, and belong to some one of the well-known parts 
of speech. Let these gentlemen, then, declare themselves! 
Wbat parts of speech are those skeletons '/ There is no 
difficulty at all in supposing that the same word may 
have originally served both in the capacity of a noun and of 
a verb; but, in this case, it would not only have preserved 
the eame consonants, but also the same vowels. The 
skeleton has never existed without ftesh and blood. Ewald 
is certainly right in objecting to the simultaneous birth of 
the several forms of the imperfect tense, but he is most 
undoubtedly wrong in making (p. 226) the mother to be the 
daoghter, by supposing the imperative mood to be shortened 
form tbe future tense. 

It is a matter.of surprise to us, that our scholars" cannot 
see the forest, although there are so many trees j" and we 
wonder why tbey do not follow the example of Winer, who 
(like Ulaletntmn in his Syrian Grammar, page 37), in his 
"Chaldiiscbe Grammatik," p. 33, very justly derived the 
componnd form of the futore, in the Chaldee,l from tbe 
simple form of the imperative mode. In the Semitic lan
guages, at least, the aorist or perfect tense is the original 
expression of a realized activity, which first strikes the 
obse"er; this form, afterwards, is eitber' provided with the 
agent or autbor of this activity in the form of a succeding 
pronoun (wbich is generally Buffixed), or of a nonn j or else 
the activity itself becomes personified, or " nonnified " as it 

I In die Chaldee, 8yriac, and Samaritan it is seen moet clearly that the im
perad~ mood and die mtnre fi8IIIe did not arise from the nominal infiDiti~, 
becaue, in dIis language. the inllniti~ mood is a nominal form, made of 
Ihe aorist or perfect, by prefixing &be relati~ letter '1:1, e. g. !IT.J2I?, he, it, haa 
killed, !IT.J2n for !It;21'W1 ( .... ho or) .... ha& h.. killed and doea kin, i. e. the 
killing. liT 
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were, and, without changing the sound of the word any, 
the same word is originally used as a noun, and as a verb. 
The form required next in order to express our thoughts
as has been shown in a previous Article-is that by which 
we cause, order, or beseech, a repetition of the Bame activity. 
As this command or request is usually made for a concrete 
case, and is directed to an individual present, it was origi
nally effected by a repetition of the same sound which bad 
been employp.d for the expression of an activity, perceived 
or noticed, as is still done to some extent in the Aramean 
and Hebrew, Ethiopic (and Arabic) ~1"1. ":;~. ::l~~. ~. or 
else this sound is used in such a manner that the pattah 
was reduced into the Fhorter 0, II, or e, as i~ donE', for 
instance, in the German, where, from sprack (spake) has bun 
formed sprick (speak), and of slack, stiel,.) 'rhis form was 
afterwards completed, and applied to the other persons, but 
in such a manner, that the person addressed who existed 
before the action was to take place again, was very logi
cally placed before, and not after, the verb j i. e. it was pre
fixed and not suffixed. But if this be so, the so-called 
jussive or commanding form of the future is t.he first which 
was formed of the imperative mood. The Semites, there
fore, in forming their future or imperfect tense, did not start 
with the idea of growing or coming into being (Germ. flJer
den), but with that of forcing or ordenfig' into being (Genn. 
sollen or milllen). It is true, that thus the imperative mood 
and the formations of the imperfect tense. derived from it, 
did not express the distinct opposition of what was Dot yet 
realized, to what has been realized (which distinctiQD 
was raised by Ewald). But this was not indispensably 
necessary j for the primitive people, ill building up their 
language, did 1I0t care about hunting after opposites, but 
they simply endeavored to expresR their thoughts in a plain 
manner j they did lIot start with beautiful, philosophical 
.theorems, but cared for their immediate wants. But, sup
.pose the commanding form to have been next the perfect 

1 English aorist, drank, imperative, drink; and in most addresses, ujiJUor 
.fjlilU; dlmlnl, dOIniRIU; ni, nil, etc. 
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or aorist, the first and oldest, it must also have been the 
shortest, because it applied to concrete cases; and such, 
also, is actually the case, and in this short form it is called 
the JUllive mood. If, however, the jussive mood is the 
oldest form, it cannot have been shortened from the ot.her 
forms, as is wrongly supposed by Ewald and ROdiger; but 
on the contrary, these other forms are derived and length
ened from the jussive mood. The fact that this mood was 
the oldest, can also be proved a Jlosteriori from this consid
eration, that it was common to all idioms before their final 
separation; for the tsere of the Hebrew imperative, e. g. in 
~ is older than the chirec,l FrOID the va'v conversivum, 
however, about which we will now say a few \\-ords, it may 
be seen that this jU8sive mood of the Hebrew passed over 
into all the different modificatiol1s of the imperfect tense. 

We have mentioned above the syllabic vav conversivum, 
i. e. the vav, prefixed with a pattah or kamets, and not 
with a sheva; and we have there spoken of its capacity of 
drawing back the accent, if posllible, from the last syllable 
to the penult, of dropping entirely the final syllable 1"1;, 
and, in order to make up for these changes, of furnishing 
the first voweUess radical with a short segol or pattah. 
This monosyllabic prefix ~ has been identified with the llon
syllabJic ~, and, in the hands of our modern grammarians, 
has become a regular wizzard, changing its color like a 
chameleon; at one time it removes the accent, as far as it 
can, from the final syllable, and, when it does not meet 
with any obstruction, it even amputates this syllable com
pletely, and chal1ges the whole constitution of the words. 
At another time, when put with the sheva, it does exactly 
the opposite; it forces the accent upon the fil1al syllable, 
neglecting, apparently, the preceding syllables. It, moreover, 
converts, on the one hand, perfects into futures, and, on the 
other, futures ioto perfects; it is, also, placed at the head 

1 Even the Chaldee ehirec of the second feminine and the plural mllSculine, 88 

wel.las in Hebrew, i. of a later vocalization, and also of later formation. A. 
for the plntal masculine, think of the English' come I see!' spoken both to one 
and to several perIODS. 
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of entire books, and thus commences them with the con
junction 'and, even as a certain peasant commenced his 
letter with the conjullctions but, however. We conress 
that we do not appreciate this modern identifying of the 
prefixed ~ and ~; into which position even Gesenius allowed 
himself to be driven in the eighth edition of his grammar, 
by the cross-fire opened npon him by the partisans of Ewald. 
Not everything that is new is good. As Ewald does not 
give us any satisfac~ry information in his school-grammar 
about the transformation of ~ into ~,we mUlt have recourse 
to his" AusfUhrliche Grammatik," where, p. 512, § 269, be 
makes tho following statement: 

"As the preposition with its subordinate (1) noun, 80 

also the conjunction with its subordinate verb, may form 
one inseparable, close combination, in which not one mem
ber modifies the other, but where both members together 
express a meaning which they only have in this collnection. 
For this purpose, however, only particular conjunctions are 
available; inasmuch as a common conjunction, without 
any such power, is connected much more loosely with a 
sentence. Such a conjunction, with a superior power, is 
particularly the copula ~, when it does not- express the sim
ple and, but like our becatU6 (Germ. 00) and t/atu (Germ. 
so), indicates forcibly the consequence of an action, time 
or intention, in which calle, no doubt, more stress was laid 
upon it in pronunciation. Wherever tbis or any other sim
ilar conjunction forms a composition with a tense or mood, 
certain progressing, connecting, and, consequently, relative 
tenses and moods are formed, and t.he tenses themselves, 
for this purpose, are developed more firmly in a novel and 
peculiar manner. Hence results, first, the relative progress
ing imperfect tense. The imperfect is preceded by the little 
time-particle a, which has reference to the past, and doubles 
the following consonant (perhaps it is originally ad, "l!). 
This particle is of a pronominal origin, and corresponds to 
to the augment: it meaDS as much as our word c da' 
(= because, there or then), and has coalesced with tbe 
conjunctJ.on ~ aIItl (which thereby becomes more forcible) 
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into va, doubling the consonant which followt-o The more 
forcible and, which removes an action into the past, is pro
duced by the coalescing of these two little wordl:l." Ewald 
adds further that the imperfect tense becomes subordinate to 
this prefix ill the voluntative mood, which mood, by itself, 
puts nn action into motion, and, consequently, renders it 
dependent, attaching it to some point; in this manner, he 
says,·a certain combination is formed by which the action 
is removed into the past, attaching it there to some point, 
already given, within its own series; so that the develop
ment of the action may be traced from that point. This, 
he tSays, is the imperjectum perjecti, which progresses from a 
certain given point or thought, and is never placed inde
pendently, but always in reference to some preceding point. 
HO\v is it, we ask, when the syllable ~ commences entire 
books? According to his statement at the outset of his 
explanation, we expected Ewald to give us a number of con
junctions, which become thus inseparably connected with 
verbs; but, with the exception of ~, he does not mention a 
single other instance, and he admits, himself, that the con
junctions, generally, are more loosely connected with the 
sentence. And this must necessarily be 80, because a con
junction, though it sometimes arises from a relative particle, 
yet diflers from it; for the office of a conjunction does not 
only consist in connecting parts of the following clause, 
but also in attaching an entire clausE' to its leading clause. 
As regards the whole theory of ~wald in respect to', it 
m'ay be said it is scitior quam venor. If we choose to 
proceed in his fashion, anything whatever may be proved, 
and, compared with him, a certain scholar of antiquity who 
derived Neptun'lls from nando, proceeded less arbitrarily. 
We are at a loss to comprehend why Gesenius's mode of 
explaining the vav conversivum was ever abondoned by the 
learned; for it is certainly more natural and less artificial. 
While the vowel a, in the sense of tllen (tum), which has 
been conjured up by Ewald, does not at all exist in the 
language, and while there i", not a single instance on record 
in which ~ coalesces into one syllable with a following tt, in 
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the other explanation everything follows naturally; more
over it has tradi'tion in its favor, which ought not to be 
neglected, when it can be rationally confirmed, and when 
it can show analogies in another Semitic idiom.1 Instead 
of acknowledging with ROdiger that the theory of former 
grammarians is wrong, who hold that ;bp'~~ arose by a pro
cess of shortening and by a contraction from ;=~~ rt:", or 
;bp'~'I'1~"', for which denial he does not offer any reason 
whatever, we rather agree with the old grammarians - if it 
is at all propt"r for us to give an opinion concerning the 
genesis of this arehaic form-and we hold that this form 
arose from the old verb I'I~ for ~ (I'I~") which is only found 
in seven places, but still survives in the name 1'1;"7 (not I'I~ 
as Ewald reads, prompted by a desire of innovation). This 
verb, like ~, ~,coalesced with the following word, as in 
t:I~h for t:I~~-I'n:t, and the first syllable '1 was dropped, as in 
the Syriac. When, subsequently, the verb I'I'~ passed over 
into I'I~~ rt:~ and the people were no longer conscious of 
the old form, the construction itself, indeed, remained, but 
the prefix was wrongly taken for the conjunction , .. The 
fact that the particular form of construction oC commencing 
with the perfect tenf:le, and following with the future or 
imperf~t tense, did not arise on Hebrew ground, but is 
founded on the primitive Semitic mode of viewing and rep
relenting tbin~, is proved by this consideration, that in the 
Arabic, also, we meet with a similar form of collstruction, 
and, indeed, the verb cana, which in this language is in the 

the place of the Hebrew :"I:" ~ ~U'" (_:a,,~ .. _~) a1l&OiJat, 

he used to love, ' -;:, , l'l (~:a:3)"I" j~) literally: it was or 
~~ I,;)u -,-- - , 

came to pass [tbat] he will (would) ride, i. e. he used to 
ride. 

1 Even in the Ethiopic one single instance, like a solitary relic from older 
timel, perhaps may survive, vilylbe, and lie ltJid, for it happened &ha& he woald 
or did l18y. 
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